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The Door of Liberation
1978

this book is full of indispensable source material for anyone interested in buddhism
geshe wangyal a mongolian monk was the first to bring tibetan buddhism to america
the venerable geshe selects a mosaic of teachings that provide useful keys to
liberation for the contemporary reader prof robert thurman columbia university

TIBETAN TALES, DERIVED FROM INDIAN SOURCES
2018

charles ramble is lecturer in tibetian and himalayan studies university of oxford

The Navel of the Demoness
2007-12-10

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Tibetan Tales, Derived from Indian Sources.
Translated from the Tibetan of the Kah-Gyur
2015-08-23

excerpt from tibetan tales derived from indian sources translated from the tibetan of
the kah gyur speaking of csoma korosi s literary life at calcutta m pavie says in the
article which has already been cited these labours occupied his time for the space of
nine years he had turned his study into a sort of cell from which he scarcely ever
emerged except to walk up and down the long neighbouring galleries it was there that
during our stay in bengal we very frequently saw him absorbed in a dreamy meditation
smiling at his own thoughts as silent as the brahmans who were copying sanskrit texts
he had forgotten europe to live amid the clouds of ancient asia early in 1842 csoma
korosi left calcutta with the intention of revisiting tibet and of making his way if
possible to lhasa where he was in hopes of discovering rich stores of tibetan literature
as yet unknown to the learned world on the 24th of march he arrived at darji ling in
nepal where the superintendent of the station dr archibald campbell did all he could to
further his views but on the 6th of april he was attacked by fever and on the 11th he
died a victim as professor max muller has said to his heroic devotion to the study of
ancient languages and religions his wants apart from literary requirements appear to
have been as few as those of any monk whether christian or buddhistic his effects says
dr campbell consisted of four boxes of books and papers the suit of blue clothes which
he always wore and in which he died a few shirts and one cooking pot his food was
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confined to tea of which he was very fond and plain boiled rice of which he ate very
little on a mat on the floor with a box of books on the four sides he sat ate slept and
studied never undressed at night and rarely went out during the day he never drank
wine or spirits or used tobacco or other stimulants about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks
com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

Tibetan Tales, Derived from Indian Sources
2017-11-18

in 1927 oxford university press published the first western language translation of a
collection of tibetan funerary texts the great liberation upon hearing in the bardo
under the title the tibetan book of the dead since that time the work has established a
powerful hold on the western popular imagination and is now considered a classic of
spiritual literature over the years the tibetan book of the dead has inspired numerous
commentaries an illustrated edition a play a video series and even an opera
translators scholars and popular devotees of the book have claimed to explain its
esoteric ideas and reveal its hidden meaning few however have uttered a word about
its history bryan j cuevas seeks to fill this gap in our knowledge by offering the first
comprehensive historical study of the great liberation upon hearing in the bardo and
by grounding it firmly in the context of tibetan history and culture he begins by
discussing the many ways the texts have been understood and misunderstood by
westerners beginning with its first editor the oxford educated anthropologist walter y
evans wentz and continuing through the present day the remarkable fame of the book
in the west cuevas argues is strikingly disproportionate to how the original tibetan
texts were perceived in their own country cuevas tells the story of how the tibetan
book of the dead was compiled in tibet of the lives of those who preserved and
transmitted it and explores the history of the rituals through which the life of the dead
is imagined in tibetan society this book provides not only a fascinating look at a
popular and enduring spiritual work but also a much needed corrective to the
proliferation of ahistorical scholarship surrounding the tibetan book of the dead

The Hidden History of the Tibetan Book of the Dead
2003-03-27

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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TIBETAN TALES DERIVED FROM IND
2016-08-27

the taming of the demons examines mythic and ritual themes of violence demon
taming and blood sacrifice in tibetan buddhism taking as its starting point tibet s so
called age of fragmentation 842 to 986 c e the book draws on previously unstudied
manuscripts discovered in the library cave near dunhuang on the old silk road these
ancient documents it argues demonstrate how this purportedly inactive period in
tibetan history was in fact crucial to the tibetan assimilation of buddhism and
particularly to the spread of violent themes from tantric buddhism into tibet at the
local and the popular levels having shed light on this dark age of tibetan history the
second half of the book turns to how from the late tenth century onward the period
came to play a vital symbolic role in tibet as a violent historical other against which
the tibetan buddhist tradition defined itself georges dreyfus

The Taming of the Demons
2011-06-28

focusing on the principal mediations used by hindu and tibetan gurus and philosophers
this companion volume to tibetan book of the dead contains seven authentic tibetan
yoga texts each accompanied by introductory notes and commentary includes photos
and reproductions of yoga paintings and manuscripts 9 halftones

PIATS
1994

the most accessible and informative version of the buddhist classic available in english
with instruction in meditation illuminating commentary and guidance in the practical
use of the prayers the so called tibetan book of the dead has been renowned for
centuries as a cornerstone of buddhist wisdom and religious thought more recently it
has become highly influential in the western world for its psychological insights into
the processes of death and dying and what they can teach us about the ways we live
our lives it has also been found to be helpful in the grieving process by people who
have recently lost their loved ones composed in the eighth century c e it is intended to
prepare the soul for the trials and transformations of the afterworld its profound
message is that the art of dying is as important as the art of living drawing on tibetan
spiritual traditions it shows us the workings of the mind in its various manifestations
terrifying and comforting wrathful and beautiful which appear more clearly after death
in the consciousness of the deceased by recognizing these manifestations we can
attain a state of enlightenment both in this existence and in the existence to come this
authoritative translation preserves the form and spirit of the original and was prepared
especially for western readers by robert a f thurman one of the most prominent tibetan
scholars in america and a close associate of his holiness the dalai lama s

Tibetan Yoga and Secret Doctrines, Or, Seven
Books of Wisdom of the Great Path, According to
the Late Lāma Kazi Dawa-Samdup's English
Rendering
2000

the iconography of tibetan lamaism is an authoritative text on the specifically tibetan
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branch of buddhism one which possesses a rich visual history of buddhist art and
iconagraphy this book gives a descriptive outline of the principal gods in the tibetan
pantheon tracing the main features and symbols that are used to denote each one a
comprehensive illustrated list of the various ritual objects talismans symbols mudras
symbolic hand poses and asanas and vahanas position of the lower limbs that are used
in the images of the gods is accompanied with a word list of the sanskrit terms most
commonly encountered in a study of lamaism a set of thirty one thang kas from the
famous collection of baron a von stael holstein formerly of peking china which came to
america after the publication of the original edition of the book has been included in
this new and revised edition

Tibet Bon Religion
1985-01-01

for three decades e gene smith ran the library of congress s tibetan text publication
project of the united states public law 480 pl480 an effort to salvage and reprint the
tibetan literature that had been collected by the exile community or by members of
the bhotia communities of sikkim bhutan india and nepal smith wrote prefaces to
these reprinted books to help clarify and contextualize the particular tibetan texts the
prefaces served as rough orientations to a poorly understood body of foreign literature
originally produced in print quantities of twenty these prefaces quickly became
legendary and soon photocopied collections were handed from scholar to scholar
achieving an almost cult status these essays are collected here for the first time the
impact of smith s research on the academic study of tibetan literature has been
tremendous both for his remarkable ability to synthesize diverse materials into
coherent accounts of tibetan literature history and religious thought and for the
exemplary critical scholarship he brought to this field

The Tibetan Book of the Dead
2011-02-02

the series religion and society rs contributes to the exploration of religions as social
systems both in western and non western societies in particular it examines religions
in their differentiation from and intersection with other cultural systems such as art
economy law and politics due attention is given to paradigmatic case or comparative
studies that exhibit a clear theoretical orientation with the empirical and historical data
of religion and such aspects of religion as ritual the religious imagination constructions
of tradition iconography or media in addition the formation of religious communities
their construction of identity and their relation to society and the wider public are key
issues of this series

Iconography of Tibetan Lamaism
2016-09-13

apparitions of the self is a groundbreaking investigation into what is known in tibet as
secret autobiography an exceptional rarely studied literary genre that presents a
personal exploration of intimate religious experiences in this volume janet gyatso
translates and studies the outstanding pair of secret autobiographies by the famed
tibetan buddhist visionary jigme lingpa 1730 1798 gyatso s translation marks the first
time that works of this sort have appeared in a western language it is only one of the
many virtues of janet gyatso s apparitions of the self that it gives us at last a full
portrait of a buddhist saint in all his self admitted complexity and ambiguity lucid and
literate significant points to ponder and subtle arguments to which to respond this
exceptional volume combines concise and felicitous translation with clear commentary
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and insightful analysis what lends considerable interest to this work is the comparison
gyatso makes between tibetan literature and western literary theory apparitions of the
self serves as a model of innovative scholarship

Among Tibetan Texts
2001-06-15

preface it was certainly the combination of a gigantic landmass a small population and
primarily the nomadic pastoral lifestyle which made the ancient tibetan s special
awareness of their environment from time immemorial our ancestors have closely
observed the movements of the sun moon planets and constellations and have
calculated time based on day month and seasons they forcasted the weather based on
the nature of the wind clouds rainbows appearance of the flora behaviour of the fauna
and being conscious of microscopic changes in other natural phenomena these fine
observations of nature formed the rich foundation on which tibetan astrology was later
built upon founded on primeval wisdom by the second century b c this had developed
into a systematic science known as one of the 12 fields of knowledge of bön tradition
alongside medicine and an array of divinatory practices over the centuries this fertile
base was greatly expanded by the arrival of buddhist philosophy and chinese astrology
in the seventh century a d with the advent of buddhism from india came access to the
kālacakra tantra a teaching explaining the formation of the universe and living beings
first preached by the shakyamuni buddha in 881 b c by the 11th century a d this
complex tantric yoga was fully practiced in tibet and was soon incorporated by
scholars into astrological texts the history of tibetan astrology is a complex multi
facetted and culturally unique just like the long history of the tibetan empire through
the decades of exile in india this tradition has been carefully taught conserved and
practiced by men tsee khang the tibetan medical and astro institute alongside its
complementary and more widely known science tibetan medicine tibetan astronomy
and astrology a brief introduction first published in 1995 by this institute has reached
its eighth edition with world interest in all facets of tibet s religion history arts and
culture spiraling it was decided that a more ambitious and comprehensive illustrated
book should be produced outlining all fundamental aspects of tibetan astrology we
were assigned this project in late 2009 and as our research began to bear fruit we
decided to include in the book the fundamental understanding of the indigenous
ancient tibetan astrology and its interface with the importation of nag rtsis elemental
astrology from china and dkar rtsis the astrology of kālacakra and arising vowels from
india this led to the two major indigenous astrology lineages the tsurlug and the
phuglug the latter of which is practiced by men tsee khang having the origin and
authenticity of this we proceeded by explaining for the beginners the role of astrology
in relation with the nine other traditional fields of science grammar medicine logic arts
and crafts buddhist philosophy poetry synonyms metrical science and theatrical
performance tibetan astrology is an important feature of the science of healing and
inseparable from the practice of tibetan medicine since the objective of engaging in
the study and practice of tibetan astrology is to ensure good fortune and happiness to
others and often to advise remedial measures and protections when obstacles are
identified the final part of the text focuses on explaining the wide range of horoscopes
and amulets which are routinely prepared by tmai s astrology department the primary
motivation of exiles gathered in dharamshala has been the preservation of tibet s
religion and culture while we watch our beliefs practices and way of life being
suppressed sinified and even erased under china s occupation of the tibetan plateau
tibetan medicine and astrology are key components in ensuring this cultural
preservation with their roots stemming from the understanding and practice of buddha
dharma and their ethical focus on the well being of all sentient life these ancient
sciences can be seen as a precious offering of wisdom and healing to today s uncertain
world tenzin sherab astrologer tenzin tsewang jamling astrologer men tsee khang
december 2011
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Tibetan Religious Dances
1976

in this volume the fourth of my tibetan series i have placed on record in a manner
intended to appeal equally to the learned and to the unlearned to the philosopher and
to the scientist some of the most recondite teachings of oriental sages in doing so i
have had the right guidance of an original text heretofore unknown to europe the
authorship of which is attributed to tibet s precious guru padma sambhava the
illustrious master of the tantric occult sciences of whose life history an epitome is
herein presented

Apparitions of the Self
2002-03

the tibetan book of the great liberation which was unknown to the western world until
its first publication in 1954 speaks to the quintessence of the supreme path or mah ay
ana and fully reveals the yogic method of attaining enlightenment such attainment
can happen as shown here by means of knowing the one mind the cosmic all
consciousness without recourse to the postures breathings and other techniques
associated with the lower yogas the original text for this volume belongs to the bardo
th dol series of treatises concerning various ways of achieving transcendence a series
that figures into the tantric school of the mah ay ana authorship of this particular
volume is attributed to the legendary padma sambhava who journeyed from india to
tibet in the 8th century as the story goes at the invitation of a tibetan king padma
sambhava s text per se is preceded by an account of the great guru s own life and
secret doctrines it is followed by the testamentary teachings of the guru phadampa
sangay which are meant to augment the thought of the other gurus discussed herein
still more useful supplementary material will be found in the book s introductory
remarks by its editor evans wentz and by the eminent psychoanalyst c g jung the
former presents a 100 page general introduction that explains several key names and
notions such as nirv ana for starters with the lucidity ease and sagacity that are this
scholar s hallmark the latter offers a psychological commentary that weighs the
differences between eastern and western modes of thought before equating the
collective unconscious with the enlightened mind of the buddhist as with the other
three volumes in the late evans wentz s critically acclaimed tibetan series all four of
which are being published by oxford in new editions this book also features a new
foreword by donald s lopez

A Concise Introduction To Tibetan Astrology [Men-
Tsee-Khang-སྨན་རྩིས་ཁང་།]
2013-03-23

books audiotapes and classes about yoga are today as familiar as they are widespread
but we in the west have only recently become engaged in the meditative doctrines of
the east only in the last 70 or 80 years in fact in the early part of the 20th century it
was the pioneering efforts of keen scholars like w y evans wentz the late editor of this
volume that triggered our ongoing occidental fascination with such phenomena as
yoga zen and meditation tibetan yoga and secret doctrines a companion to the
popular tibetan book of the dead which is also published by oxford in an authoritative
evans wentz edition is a collection of seven authentic tibetan yoga texts that first
appeared in english in 1935 in these pages amid useful photographs and
reproductions of yoga paintings and manuscripts readers will encounter some of the
principal meditations used by hindu and tibetan gurus and philosophers throughout
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the ages in the attainment of right knowledge and enlightenment special
commentaries precede each translated text and a comprehensive introduction
contrasts the tenets of buddhism with european notions of religion philosophy and
science evans wentz has also included a body of orally transmitted traditions and
teachings that he received firsthand during his fifteen plus years of study in the orient
findings that will interest any student of anthropology psychology comparative religion
or applied mah ay ana yoga these seven distinct but intimately related texts will grant
any reader a full and complete view of the spiritual teachings that still inform the life
and culture of the east as with evans wentz s other three oxford titles on tibetan
religion which are also appearing in new editions this third edition of tibetan yoga and
secret doctrines features a new foreword by donald s lopez author of the recent
prisoners of shangri la tibetan buddhism and the west

The Tibetan Book of the Great Liberation
1968

few teachers in the west possess both the spiritual training and the scholarship to lead
us along the path to enlightenment robert thurman is one such teacher now in his first
experiential course on the essentials of tibetan buddhism adapted and expanded from
a popular retreat he led thurman the first westerner ordained by his holiness the dalai
lama himself shares the centuries old wisdom of a highly valued method used by the
great tibetan masters using a revered once secret text of a seventeenth century
tibetan master along with a thorough explanation for contemporary westerners the
jewel tree of tibet immerses you fully in the mysteries of tibetan spiritual wisdom a
retreat in book form as well as a spiritual and philosophical teaching it offers a
practical system of understanding yourself and the world of developing your learning
and thought processes and of gaining deep transforming insight tibetans think of their
cherished tradition of buddhism as a wish fulfilling jewel tree for its power to generate
bliss and enlightenment within all who absorb its teachings happiness in fact is the
true goal of tibetan spirituality and the wish fulfilling jewel tree will put you on the road
to that reachable goal this beautiful jewel tree imagery which acts like a mandala or a
yoga pose to focus your attention on truths larger than yourself will help you break
through worn out ideas and habits strengthen positive abilities develop more energy
and creativity and change your life and future for the better as thurman writes readers
learn to cultivate the sensitivity and appreciation to love more fully feel compassion
more intensely and become a fountain of cheerfulness for all they meet and know
because the path to enlightenment requires more than sitting in meditation the jewel
tree of tibet offers a rich intellectually riveting course with many specific spiritual
practices including eleven steps to create the spirit of enlightenment here and now the
truths and stories of the ancient indian and tibetan sages and guided meditations to
experience the blessings of the wish fulfilling jewel tree you can do these practices
with others or on your own while living your daily life and as you travel this road to
deeper self realization self understanding and infectious happiness you will also learn
how the principles of tibetan tantra can open the doors to infinite compassion and
continuity and how to discover states of consciousness that transcend even death one
of the most explicit teachings of the steps to the path of enlightenment available
explained by a skilled western teacher the jewel tree of tibet will enable you to honor
the full subtlety and hidden depths of the tibetan buddhist path and realize at last its
deeper mysteries and rewards for yourself and others

The Tibetan Book of the Great Liberation
2000-09-28

derived from a buddhist funerary text this famous volume s timeless wisdom includes
instructions for attaining enlightenment preparing for the process of dying and moving
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through the various stages of rebirth

Tibetan Yoga and Secret Doctrines
2000-09-28

the best known work of nyingma literature the oldest of the four major schools of
tibetan buddhism the bardo thodol or the tibetan book of the dead is the work of
tibetan buddhist spiritualism first revealed by karma lingpa in the 14th century the
tibetan book of the dead is part of a larger corpus of texts called the profound dharma
of self liberation through the intention of the peaceful and wrathful ones which is
believed to have been composed by padmasambhava in the 8th century and written
down by his student yeshe tsogyal intended as a work to help guide the spirit in the
afterlife from death to the next rebirth the tibetan book of the dead describes the
experiences that the consciousness will have after death the work also includes
descriptions of the signs of death and the rituals that one must undertake to prepare
for the journey following one s death this volume presents the english translation of
walter evans wentz first published in 1927 which helped to popularize the work in the
west this edition is printed on premium acid free paper

The Jewel Tree of Tibet
2005-02-10

to introduce this great published work on the eastern yoga inspired method of
attaining enlightenment evans wentz presents 100 pages of explanatory notes
psychoanalyst c g jung offers commentary on the differences between eastern and
western thought and donald s lopez jr writes the foreword 9 halftones

Tibetan Book of the Dead
2020-11-18

the tibetan book of the dead is one of the texts that according to legend padma
sambhava was compelled to hide during his visit to tibet in the late 8th century the
guru hid his books in stones lakes and pillars because the tibetans of that day and age
were somehow unprepared for their teachings now in the form of the ever popular
tibetan book of the dead these teachings are constantly being discovered and
rediscovered by western readers of many different backgrounds a phenomenon which
began in 1927 with oxford s first edition of dr evans wentz s landmark volume while it
is traditionally used as a mortuary text to be read or recited in the presence of a dead
or dying person this book which relates the whole experience of death and rebirth in
three intermediate states of being was originally understood as a guide not only for
the dead but also for the living as a contribution to the science of death and dying not
to mention the belief in life after death or the belief in rebirth the tibetan book of the
dead is unique among the sacred texts of the world for its socio cultural influence in
this regard is without comparison this fourth edition features a new foreword afterword
and suggested further reading list by donald s lopez author of prisoners of shangri la
tibetan buddhism and the west lopez traces the whole history of the late evans wentz
s three earlier editions of this book fully considering the work of contributors to
previous editions c g jung among them the sections that were added by evans wentz
along the way the questions surrounding the book s translation and finally the volume
s profound importance in engendering both popular and academic interest in the
religion and culture of tibet another key theme that lopez addresses is the changing
nature of this book s audience from the prewar theosophists to the beat poets to the
hippies to contemporary exponents of the hospice movement and what these
audiences have found or sought in its very old pages
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The Tibetan Book of the Dead
2023-02-21

diana lange has solved the mysteries of six panoramic maps of 19th c tibet and the
himalayas known as the british library s wise collection the result is both a spectacular
illustrated ethnographic atlas and a unique compendium of knowledge concerning the
mid 19th century tibetan world as well as a remarkable account of an academic
journey of discovery this large format book is lavishly illustrated in colour and includes
four separate large foldout maps

Grammar of the Tibetan Language, Literary and
Colloquial
1973

piats 2006 tibetan studies proceedings of the eleventh seminar of the international
association for tibetan studies konigswinter 2006 includes bibliographical references

The Tibetan Book of the Great Liberation, Or, The
Method of Realizing Nirvāṇa Through Knowing the
Mind
2000

the first teaching the three principal aspects of the path was given in france in 1982
the second teaching an introduction to tantra also in two parts was given at grizzly
lodge california in 1980 it comprises the first two lectures of a commentary on the
chenrezig yoga

The Tibetan Book of the Dead
2000-09-28

this is a new release of the original 1954 edition

An Atlas of the Himalayas by a 19th Century
Tibetan Lama
2020-06-08

this volume provides essential readings in the emerging interdisciplinary field of
tibetan literary studies chapters range from discussions of individual contemporary
texts to theoretical interventions in literary and tibetan studies

The Tibetan Book of the Dead
1975

contributed articles

Contributions to Tibetan Buddhist Literature
2008
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masters of esoteric knowledge and miraculous practices the lineage of the karmapas is
the earliest of all the recognized incarnate lineages and is said to descend from the
great indian tantric master tilopa through a chain that includes naropa marpa and
milarepa the karmapas are distinguished by their black crowns said to have been
woven by dakinis and symbolizing the activity of the buddhas unlike other tibetan
buddhist lineage heads each karmapa has specific knowledge of his next reincarnation
and leaves behind a last testament a letter to his disciples describing the place and
circumstances of their future rebirth the name of their parents and so on at a very
young age each successive incarnation is often able to recognize himself as the
karmapa in their recounting of the histories of the seventeen karmapas the authors
reveal the universal and marvelous concealed in the everyday world their lively
account peppered with anecdotes is the most comprehensive in the west on this
subject with information from tibetan chinese mongolian french and english sources

The Essence of Tibetan Buddhism
2001

the present book is a first attempt at exploring the sacred painting traditions of tibet
from the mid 15th through 20th centuries on the basis of both the surviving pictorial
remains and the extensive written sources that survive in the tibetan language the
study of this period of tibetan art history has in effect been neglected in recent years
in favor of the earliest periods yet the vast majority of extant masterpieces of tibetan
buddhist painting belong to this more recent period and the relevant written and
pictorial resources now available though they have never been fully utilized until now
are in fact quite rich the present study attempts in the first place to identify the great
founders of the main schools of tibetan painting and to locate references to their
surviving works of sacred art through recourse to the artists own writings if available
to the biographies of their main patrons and to other contemporaneous or nearly
contemporaneous sources it has been possible to clarify many of the circumstances of
the careers of such famous tibetan painters as sman bla don grub mkhyen brtse chen
mo and nam mkha bkra shis who were the founders of the sman ris mkhyen ris and
karma sgar bris traditions respectively for the convenience of students and
researchers the book includes a survey of the main available tibetan sources and
studies both traditional and modern as well as a detailed summary of previous western
research on this subject it also presents the texts and translations of the most
important passages from the main traditional sources this richly illustrated volume
also includes detailed indices and it will be an indispensable guide and reference work
for anyone interested in tibetan art

The Monguors of the Kansu-Tibetan Frontier
2013-10

constructed between 1945 and 1947 by jacques marchais the professional name of
jacqueline klauber the jacques marchais museum of tibetan art in staten island houses
more than 1200 pieces of tibetan buddhist art from china and mongolia dating from
the 17th to the 19th centuries two essays about the history of the museum and the
history of tibetan buddhism open the catalogue which contains 169 objects from the
museum s collections

Proceedings of the Tenth Seminar of the IATS,
2003. Volume 6: Contemporary Tibetan Literary
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Studies
2007

uniquely blending poetry and prose this magnificently illustrated modern adaptation of
the buddhist reference manual to the soul offers spiritual teachings that are practical
for today s world adapted from a version written by one of tibet s great spiritual
leaders in the 8th century a new translation and commentary features lively poetry
and prose accompanied by lavish full color illustrations publishers weekly

On the Path to Void
1996

the tibetan book of the dead brings together a range of stunning images by the
renowned photographer thomas kelly with a contextual analysis and abridged
translation by the ubiquitous tibetologist glenn h mullin the tibetan book of the dead or
bardo todol is one of the great classics of tibetan literature the present volume is a
fresh look at this timeless classic it brings together a range of stunning images by the
renowned photographer thomas kelly with a contextual analysis and abridged
translation by the ubiquitous tibetologist glenn h mullin as such the bardo todol is as
relevant as a guidebook to daily and nightly living as it is to a successful death and
transmigration thomas kelly s photographs bring this great tibetan classic to life and
draw the reader into a deeper sense of the spiritual environment in which the tibetan
book of the dead exists

History of the Karmapas
2012-04-16

the swiss psychiatrist carl gustav jung made a number of revolutionary contributions
to modern western psychology and his pioneering work was greatly enhanced through
his contact with eastern religions especially tibetan buddhism in these esoteric
traditions jung discovered a holistic approach and a deep affinity for nature and in the
yogic and tantric disciplines he encountered a complex symbolic world that resonated
with him deeply jung was particularly drawn to the highly articulated and intricate
symbolism of tibetan tantra which provided considerable support for his seminal
theories on the universal archetypes and the collective unconscious his cross cultural
and interdisciplinary engagement with indo tibetan spirituality later proved
instrumental in establishing the basis of the modern east west dialogue in which the
religions of the east and in particular buddhism have become a central focus jung is
also widely acknowledged as the father of transpersonal psychology which in seeking
to integrate the wisdom traditions of east and west stands at the forefront of
contemporary studies in human consciousness and mysticism

A History of Tibetan Painting
1996

Treasures of Tibetan Art
1996
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The Illustrated Tibetan Book of the Dead
1999

The Tibetan Book of the Dead
2009

Tibetan and Buddhist Studies
2000

The Sacred Image: C. G. Jung and the Western
Embrace of Tibetan Buddhism
2015-05-19
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